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"To ignore common activities is to deny ordinary
men their place, however humble, in the scheme of
society."
--Roland F. Dickey
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INTRODUCTION
The lumber industry has been closely identified with the
cultural and economic development of the United States.

One

observer (Brown, 1947:1) has noted that, "the inaustry has
been an essential and important one and has contributed in
manifold ways to the upbuilding of the American nation."

As

America's population moved west, away from the Atlantic seaboard, great quantities of timber were required.

The people

needed lumber for houses and barns as well as fences and
furniture; the railroaas used wood for ties to lay rails upon,
bridges to cross rivers, and fuel to power the locomotives.
To supply the ever increasing demands for timber, large
tracts of timber were cut throughout the northeastern states.
Prior to 1840, the center of the logging business was found in
Maine, along the Penobscot River.

For over two hundred years,

the forests of Maine supplied lumber not only for the United
States, but also for many parts of the world.

About 1850,

however, the industry began to shift to the south and west,
first to New York—mainly in the upper Hudson River Valley-and then to Pennsylvania along the Susquehanna River.

During

the 1370s, the industry shifted again, this time to .,1,ichi7an
and Wisconsin.

The last eAtensive lumber region east of the

Mississippi River to be logged was in the southeastern states,

41
,

1
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where production did not reach its peak until the beginning
of the twentieth century.
Southern forests had been cut for lumber since the time

or

the settlement at Jamestown, and the first sawmill in the

United States was erected in the Virginia colony during the
1620s (Brown, 1947:1).

However, it was not until the end of

the Civil War that the full potential of the southern forests
was known.

Prior to the War, logging took place only in iso-

lated and widely scattered areas of the South where transportation was available.

Very little of the total lumber pro-

duction of the South was sent out of the region, and in fact
many items made from wood had to be imported into the southern
states.

When the Civil War ended, large portions of the

former Confederate states were still covered by virgin timber.
English syndicates and northern-based Arr.erican land companies
moved into the South and bought millions of acres of forest
land from farmers and' mountaineers for a fraction of their
true value.
One southern lumber area--the upper Cumberland River
Valley of Kentucky and Tennessee--was atypical in its development.

Outside interests played little if any part in the

logging industry along the river.

Throughout the entire

loEging period, from the 1870s to the 1930s, the people of
the area controlled the upper Cumberland lumber industry.
Lumberin7 in the Cumberland Valley was a folk Industry characterized by part-time loggers and small scale operations, in
contrast to the vast, full-time logging camps found in other
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areas.

It is difficult to determine why outside corporations

entered the upper Cumberland area only on rare occasions.
The region is no more isolated than other Appalachian Mountain areas where 1-ritish and American companies bought land
in the period between 1870 and 1900.

And yet the forests of

the upper (7umber1and remained in the hands of the people who
lived in the area.
The purpose of this study is to examine the 1ogr7..nr,
industry found along, the upper Cumberland Rfver from the 1870s
to the 1930s.

Eecause the industry was very much a part of

the economic lifeblood of the people of the region, the study
will focus upon the loggers and raftsmen who worked with the
timber.

Any attempt to describe the lumber business alone

would be futile due to the nature of the industry.

It is

impossible to separate the logging industry of the Cumberland
from the general folk life of the area, because of the involve-lent of the people in the business.

This study then is as

much a description of the folk life of the Cumberland giver
Valley as it is a consideration of the log-,- in:L industry.
One problem which occurs in a study of the folk life of
an area is that there are few if any written records to use
for reference.
r:

In trying to determine the evolution of the

lumber industry of the study area, the problem was compounded
by the lack of company records from the logging enterprises.
Often they were not kept at all, while other timber owners
used any scrap of paper available to list expenses and profits.
Even when a company manag,ed to keep detailed records, the
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ravages of ti:ae have taken their toll, fires, floods, and
house cleaning all conspired to destroy printed documents.
Because of this, it was necessary to turn to oral history to
reconstruct the methods of logging and rafting used along the
upper Cumberland River.
The use of oral folk history has been successfully demonstrated by W. Lynwood ;ontell (1970).
R.idge

In his Saga of Coe

tontell used oral traditional narratives to write the

history of a black community in southern Kentucky.

By com-

paring the narratives with the written records which were
avatlable, tne accuracy and validity of oral history was
clearly shown.

In addition it was found that

the narratives

articulate the feeling of a croup towards the events and
persons uescribed - (1,1onte1l, 1970:xxi).
As in the :ontell study, the lack of written material
for this thesis was compensated through the use of oral
sources.

:)etails about timber cutting, hauling, and raft

construction were obtained from men who had taken part in the
activities and who knew first-hand what life in the woods
was
like.

The final result is a study in which the everyday life

of the logger and the cultural milieu he operated in is more
important than the number of board feet of lumber sent
down
river to the liashville sawmills.

The study reflects the folk

life of the upper Cumberland River, it is more than the
study
of an industry, it is a stuuy cf how men lived and worked.

CHAPTER I

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CUI1BERLAND RIVER
LOGGING INDUSTRY

The upper Cumberland River Valley (see Figure 1) contained some of the finest ash, beech, cedar, hickory, oak,
1
poplar, and walnut trees in the United States when commercial
logging activities began following the end of the Civil War
in 1865.

Prior to the War, very little timber from the area

was shipped to outside markets, and the internal utilization
of forest products was limited.

For the most part, the timber

used in the Cumberland Willey up to the War Petween the States
was cut as the need arose, not in anticipation of a future
demand.

When the Civil War ended, there was a increased

demand for lumber to rebuild the South, and the virgin forest
along the upper reaches of the Cumberland offerea what seemed
like unlimited timber resources.

One estimate of the poten-

tial of the area noted, "in all there were 13,000,000 acres
of this timber . . . with an estimated value of $130,000,000.00"
(Douglas, 1960:23)
fl.

When the Depression in the 1930s ended

the lumber industry along the river, millions of board feet
I
'
Commercial is used to indicate loErs cut to be sold by
the people rather than meaninc7 lar7e scale operations like
those found in Maine, Nichigan, and other lumbering regions.
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of timber had come out of the forests.

The bulk of this

lumber was cut, hauled, and rafted not by professional lumberjacks, but rather by farmers who worked in the woods after
harvest time.
The Lumber Worker:
For some of the farmers of the area, timber cutting was
a regular part of the farm year.

Loggin7 was, for those in-

volved, a way of life and part of a total arrlcultural syste7
1.
It was as much a traditional element of agriculture as
plantin: corn and strippins tobacco.

The three major crops of the

region were corn, tobacco, and trees, but with trees the
farmer
did not have to plant his crop, only harvest it.

7:ot only were

these farmer/part-tie loggers able to earn extra inco7ie
from
the sale of timber to a dealer or sawmill, but also cleare
d
arable land could be used for planting additional crops.
The sale of the timber was not always at a profit however, as the Kentucky State Forester's office noted (Kent
ucky,
1915:75):
Many farmers in Kentucky,
rer:retting the haste with
stands of timber for much
In order to make room for

as elsewhere, are today
which they got rid of
less than their value,
agricultural crops.

Despite the problem of low monetary returns sometimes receiv
ed
for their trees, many of the farmers along the Cumberland
continued to cut and sell a few lo7s each year almost up until
t),e 1-2resent day. Not all the men who lived and worked along the river
owned land.

lany were employed as hired-hands, planting and

411,6*
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arvesting crops in the spring and summer and cutting timber
in the fall and winter.
person all year round.

Often, these men worked for the same
There were, however, sore workers who

Oriftec from one emnloyer to another, cutting trees in one
region and farminF- in another area.

Nearly all the former

slaves of the uprer Cumberland Valley were in this categor
y.
arrrl work was available to the black workers, hut it was not
stable and wages were low.

The logging industr:' on the ether

nand did offer employment for the Negro at decent wages.

Lt

a tine that farm owners were paying only eic7ht or ten dollars
a nonth, timber employers paid fifteen to thirty dollars
per
month.

And yet even the hired hand, black or Ynite, who took

to the woods for part of the year was not a professional
in
its true reaninr.

This man was also a part-time loqger like

the land owning farmer.
This is not to say that there were not full-tire lumhermen in the upper Cumberland area.

Eut for the most part, the

men who earned their livelihood in the business were buyers
working. for the larger companies or the sawmills in ilashvi
lle.
It was rare to find an ordinary logger or raftsran who engaged in that type of work for the whole year.
The Pre-Civil War Industry:
The background for combining farming and logging can be
found in the manner in which the early settlers of the region
use

the forest.

From the time the first pioneers entered the

Cumberland Valley at the end of the eighteenth century, every
settler was familiar with the forest and knew how to use its
JP'
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resources.

It was observed (Arnow, 1960:255) that, "the ax

was part of the averaFe pioneer farmer's life from the time
he was big enough to toddle about . . . until he died."

If

a cabin or a barn was needed, the building material was cut
on or near the site.

Wood products cf all types--bowls and

dishes as well as chairs and tables--could be made from
available timber.

The tools used in cutting and working tim-

ber were counted amonq the most prized possessions of a
family.

When one early settler of the region was killed by

Indians, his cow and it's calf sold for six dollars while a
logging chain brought four dollars (Arnow, 1960:259).
In time, woodcutting became more than a necessity; it
began to develop into a way for economic gain.

'.There was

many. a farmer "up river with not too much rich level land but
a good supply of white oak [who] could alternate his farming
with off-season work raking staves . . . or barrel ties"
(Arnow, 1963:284).
coal or firewood.

Others in the region cut wood for charWorkers skilled in the art of the maul,

glut, and froe cut lumber which began to appear in the homes
of the farmers along the river.

Shingles and shutters were

cut from logs and used in the construction of new homes for
the more affluent residents.

Such lumber produced in the

upper Cumberland Country did not reach outside markets.
The output of a man hewing boards from a ler; was limited,
and there were no local sawmills which could turn cut anythIng
approaching mass production.

Although the circular saw came

into use in the United States around 1815, its appearance
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along the Cumberland must have come very late.

The Southern

Lumberman (December 15, 1882:1) reported that:
The first sawmill in this part of the country was
situated . . . ouposite the city of Nashville . . .
The next steam saw-mill was situated on the Cumberland river, in Wilson county. In the spring of
1851, the third steam saw-mill in Tennessee was .
. . a few miles south of Lebanon.
The few local primitive sawmills used a whipsaw to cut lumber
from logs.

While the product was quicker and more uniform

than the hand hewed boards the local craftsmen turned out,
It was still a very slow and expensive process.
The pattern of logging activity established early along
tne Cumberland lasted until the beginning of the Civil War.
A few sawmills were started, cutting logs into rough boards
for local consumption; quite possibly a raft occasionally
made its way down to Nashville to be utilized by one or the
mills.

"zut for the most nart, timber cut in the Cumberland

River Valley stayed in the region (Tirestone, 1936:101-102).
When the effects of the Civil War began to be felt in
the Kentucky -Tennessee area, logging activities came to an
almost total halt.

The men of the Cumberland Valley fou3ht

on both sides of the conflict as well as in the guerrilla
bands that held allegiance to no one.

Farms were left un-

worked and the only sounds in the woods were those of soldiers shooting at one another.

Nearly all economic practices

in the region were disrupted by the War; after the fighting
some of these practices were caned, while oters wore gone
forever.
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The Post-Civil War Industry:
Then the War Letween the States ended, the need to
rebuild meant that increased lumber was needed.

Describing

the post-war industry, the Southern Lumberman (December 15,
1881:4) noted that, "the lumber business was the first to
revive in the South after the war, and its steady increase in
volume and value . • • contributed largely to the building up
of all other industries."

Tract after tract of virgin timber

throughout the South was cut to meet the demand.

The forests

bordering the upper Cumberland, which had long teen ignored
by all but the folk who lived there, were now viewed as a
source of a much needed commodity.
Starting with the timber near the river, the loggers
gradually cut their ray back to the interior regions t
as it was economically practical.

far

1874 in Jackson County,

Tennessee, for example, "most of the poplar, and walnut near
the river [had] been cut and floated down in rafts to Nashville" over two hundred miles down river (Killibrew, 1874:776).
Throughout the entire region, the common practice was to go
into a forest, cut down all the saleable trees, and then move
on to the next timber stand.

As long as there were more trees

available just over the hill, the concept of conservation was
never considered by the lumbermen.

Land that had been cut

over was left abandoned with no effolt to reseed for future
use.

In his appraisal of the lumber industry in the South,

Thomas D. Clark (1972:160) stated, " :anagerlent of timber stancs
meant getting the most money out of the land al!ci leaving nature
to reforest them."
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The Hver and tne Hafts:
The only problem faced in the logginr; country was how to
ship the logs to the sawmills in Nashville for conversion into
lumber and eventually into cash.

The normal method of oper-

ation tnroughout most of the South was to set up sawmills in
the timber stands rather than try and transport the logs to
the mill.

An exception to this rule occurred when railroads

were available and in close proximity to tne forest and tne
sawmill.

Eut the trains never penetratea the upper Cumeer-

land re.-ion from Carthare, Tennessee to Eurnside. Kentucky.
The tracks that linked east and west, nortn and south, across
the United States bypassea tne river country and left only
one outlet to the world for the people there.

The Cumberland

:iiver was to tie tne inhabitants of the area to Nashville
when the 1oin

era be7an, just as it would when the period

ended sixty-five years later.

Tor the logging industry to

develop, the river was, needed.

At first, the rlver was the

only method available to the lumbermen of tne upper Cumberland to transport their product.

As it turned out, the river

would remain the route over wnicn the logs would Le shipped
for the entire active logging period.
As an avenue of commerce, the value of the Cumberland
almost defies description.

Cne lifelong riverman recalled

1 . 72:14):
•
. . for j25 miles of river, bendin and ainains
uj tnrougn tne
,:art:Ak:e, Celina,
hentucky, to 5urnside, i:entucky, and all
tnose landin7s in between 'em--the old Cw.berland
come nip;h-on td Lein' the onliest way to ship freight
and touacco, sacked grain, hogs and cattle --and te
brin7 plenty of sawlogs to all those mills . •.

•••
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Without the Cumberland, the people who lived up river from
ashville would have been in almost total isolation.

To the

residents of at least a dozen counties in Kentucky and
Tennessee,
'
throurrh which the river flows, the goods and
idas that came up river provided the only contact there was
with a world outside.

As the river's historian Larriet

Simpson Arnow (1960:viii) has noted, "all things went down
the Cumuerland, all goods up" [italics added].

?hen the

navigation of the stream finally did stop in the 1930s, life
seemed to come to a standstill and many of the steamboat
landings ana smaller co7munities ceased to exist, no lorver
having a raison d'etre.
7aft Develoorrent:
The technique utilized to bring the lo7s down river to
the mills was to build a raft and float it to lashville.
Huge rafts, containinp: from forty to ninety-thousand board
feet of lumber, were constructed alcng the river banks and
sent to the sawmills on the tides that occurred on the
Cumberland each winter and late spring.

In effect the pro-

duct was also the vehicle of transportation.

With a crew of

five or six men, and a pilot, the craft moved with the flow
of the water.

All that was needed were oars at the ends of

the raft to steer around sand bars and other obstacles in
tne
river.

'These counties include Adair, Clinton, Cumberlanti,
:Tetcalf,
2ussell, and Wayne in Kentucky; and may,
Fentress, Jackson, Overton. and Pickett in Tennessee. Today,
hirr;hways link this area to the outsiue, but the railroads
never aid come into the area.
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The concept of moving timber to market by raft is one of
the oldest methods of transportin:; logs in the American
lumber
industry.

At one time or another, the idea was used on most

of the major streams in the Eastern United States.

Its use

spread south anu west along with the movement
of the logging
business.

In the pine forests of the South rafts were utilizeu

until the beginning of the twentieth century, auout
thirty
years longer than in northern New England, New York,
and
Pennsylvania.
One of the local traditions in the Celina area is
the
story of how William "Uncle Billy" hull came up
with the
notion of using rafts and sent the first one down river
to
iashville.1

however, as has already been noted, an occasional

raft went to Nashville prior to the Civil War.

Also, iilewed

logs for houses, . . . known as 'house patterns,'
grandfathers
of the pre-fabricated homes of todays, were rafte
d . . . into
the Cumberland, and down to :iddle Tennessee" (Arno
w, 1963:
284).

Even before timber of any type was moved down river

In rafts, flatboats were constructed in much
the same fashion
and used to haul goods on the Cumberland as well
as many other

i%!illian Hull is the father of Cordell hull, Unite
d States
Secretary of State from 1933 to 1945. The younL
er hull in his
autobiography states that his rather began to raft
loss is
1b75, but does not mention whether or not he
was the first.
;:r1 interesting sidelirht is that Cordell hull
worked on tile
rafts :cin7 dcr, to :L1, 1v2.11e an 17aid for his
firr,t.1611
books with his earnings.

15
rivers.

At the end of the journey, the flatboats were broken

up and the lumber sold to a dealer, just as the rafts
were
taken apart at the sawmill.
The impact of the log rafts on an area was almost always
great.

Villa7es were developed at the confluence of nearly

every major tributary to the principal rafting, streams
(Brown,
1936:250).

The Cumberland River proved to be no exception to

this.

Celina, Tennessee, at the junction of the Cumberland
and the Obey 1 rivers was only a tiny hamlet prior to
the
development of the rafting business (see Figures 2 and
All rafts comin- down stream from the lo c; woods in Kentuc
ky
stopped at Celina as did those from Tennessee floati
ns down
the Obey.
Durin[7 the raftinc- season, the tao rivers at Celina
would be filled with rafts waftinr: for the tide to take
them
to the sawmills.

It was said (Know, 1972:1 14) about the con-

ditions at Celina that, "sometimes you could walk
six miles
up the Obey River, walkin' on rafts, steppin' from
one to
another--they were tied off that close together."

When the

river rose to the level needed to run the rafts, all
rafts
would be turned loose 'ro7 their moorini-,s and started
on the
run to Nashville.
The level
to the raftsmen.

the water in the river was all important
If the Cumberland

rafts could not make the jourrey.
lm
River.

as at low stase, the
ien this happened the

he Obey hiver is also known as the )bed or :Med S

JP'
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The confluence of the Cu7ber1and and ')hey
rivers lookincr east from Celina, Tennessee.
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Nashville sawmill operators had rood reason to worry.

The

Southern Lumberman (December 15, 1884:16) noted that, ".
the extraordinary low stE“re of water in the river, and the
p:eneral conviction that there will be no rise sufficient for
rafting for a long time yet, has somewhat deoralized the
river log trade."

Hit7h water, however, was also a problem

for the rivermen at either end of the Cumberland River logging industry.

In 1882, the Southern Lumberman (January 16,

1882:10) reported,

11

. . the Cumberland river has put on its

war paint and is raging just now .

. The hieh water, of

course, prevents rafts from coming down, but we look for
something like 20,000,000 feet when the river be:,;ins to fall."
Sawmills Up river:
As the lumber business increased in volume, sawmills up
river in the Cumberland Valley began to develop in competition
with the flashville mills.

The lumber produce, by the mills

along the upper Cumberland was shipped to Nashville on the
steamboats which carried the regions products to market.
Some of the local sawmills began to produce crossties, ax
handles, and barrel staves in addition to boards.

In

Kentucky, "Pea Ridge was an early milling center specializing
in ax handles, and .lartinsburrr. became a rather important
local shippin- center, having a warehouse built especially
for the storing of ax hanoles made in the Pea flice ec.mrunity of Red Lank" ("ohtell, 1"
;
,70:14e),
15, however, most of the larger sau7il1s alonz the
upper Cumberland went out of business completely and the Um--

19
ber owners sent almost their entire output of lop-s down
river in rafts rather than by steamboat.

The rills in

l'ashville could handle all the timber sent to them, and the
owners were rarely mistreated in the arount of money received
for the timber.

Some of the smaller mills up river stayed in

business, but their production was aimed mainly at local consumption, not to the markets outside the recficn.
Today, talk about login g in the upper Cumberland river
Valley always leads to the rafts and the men who worked on
tnem.

The steamboats, packets, and the sawmills are only

rarely mentioned in connection with the logging industry of
the upper Cumberland.

but then who could resist telling

about the times that rafts lined the river for miles and
miles--as far as the eye could see.

JP.
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CHAPTER II

IN THE LOG WOODS

Timber cutting in the log woods of the upper Cumberland
River region usually began near the end of August or the first
part of September when the weather began to cool down.

Work-

ing through the winter months in rain as well as sunshine,
or at least every day that was fit to cut," the men continued
logging until the sap came up in the trees.

Two reasons are

normally given for starting to cut timber in the fall.
First, the cutting was delayed because logs, mainly
softwoods, that were cut in the spring or summer and left
lying in the woods attracted woodworms and other insects that
would destroy the tir:lber; and second, since the loggers were
also employed on the farms along the river, they were needed
to plant in the spring and harvest the crops in the summer.
'.4.ost of the men who cut timber however, probably felt
that the cooler weather of fall was just a better time to log.
As one former worker remembered, ". . . cutting trees in
August, some days were so hot and humid that breathing was
difficult in the thick woods . • . and on top of that we had
to ce continuously on the look out for 'rattlesnakes and
copperheads" (Tlich, [1972]:24).

,43
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The workday for the men along the river began at first
light each day.

Since most of the loggers either boarded in

town or on a nearby farm, this meant that the day began well
before sunrise.

In later years, a few of the larger timber

companies set up regular logging camps in the woods.

The

Kyle Brothers, one of the largest timber companies in the
region, during the 1920s had sleeping quarters, a mess nail,
and a cook shed on the boundary of timber they were cutting
in Wayne County, Kentucky.

Bowever, this practice was devel-

oped near the end of the logging era on the upper Cumberland
and never became common.

For the most part, logging was a

job worked by the men during the daylight hours and in the
evenings they went home, away from the woods, to rest for
the following days work.
Pay for working a full day in the log wooas ranged from
fifty cents upwards to one dollar.

The range in the wage

scale was due as much to the temperament of the timber owner
as it was to the price of lumber, although the latter probably
had more to do with the matter than the former.

Very seldom

was a premium paid for cuttinr an exceptional amount of timber during a day.

A noon meal was nrovided, however, to the

loggers by the employer.

The meal generally consisted of

bacon, eggs, biscuits, and butter or molasses all of which
were prepared in the morning and carried to the woods in a
large basket.
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Cuttin' the Logs:
Once in the logging area, each man was assigned a specific job.

A normal crew was made up of four or five men.

Two men worked as timber cutters, one or two 'snaked the
logs

to tne haul wagon, and one man drove the wagon to the

river's edge.

The men cutting the trees were also respon-

sible for sawing the logs into transportable lengths.
To cut the timber, the loggers used an ax, eitner a pole
ax or a double bit ax, and a cross-cut saw.

In early years,

tne ax was the only tool used to fell timber, but as the
demand for more timber developed, more speed was needed and
the ax gave way to the cross-cut saw.

Various lengths of

cross-cut saws were employed in the industry along the
Cumberland.

Some were as small as five feet in length, while

others measured up to seven and one--half feet long.
When the loggers used only an ax to chop down the timber
,
trees were cut so that a stump waist high was left.

The

cutter would first notch tne trunk on the portion which faceu
tne direction in wnich it was planned for the tree to fall.
This direction was determined so that when the tree fell,
it
would not catch in the branches of other trees and make
their
cutting uifficult and dangerous.

'v:hile this was the major

consideration for notching, another consideration was, that
unless notched, the fallin: timber would splinter part-w
ay
u; the trunk and damage the
As the cross-cut saw came into use, the loggers could
start lower down on the tree--usually at a nei.!:ht of
twelve

••••

to eighteen inches above the ground.

This enabled the men to

emore lumber f:om each tree, in addition to increasing their
.gt
overall speed.

The tree was still notched with an ax, but now

the bulk of the work was accomplished with a saw.

Pfter the

sawyers had started the second cut on the trunk, a ,redge was
driven into the opening, behind the saw to help prop the
weight of the tree towards the direction in which it was to
fall, and also to hold the weight of the trunk off of the saw.
When softwoods such as poplar or cedar were cut, the wedges
were made of a hardwood, while an iron wedge was used in cuttins oak, hickory and other hardwoods.
Working with both an ax and a cross-cut saw, two Joggers
could take down a tree up to forty inches in diameter in about
fifteen or twenty minutes.

however, as one ex-logger; U. G.

-nowles, remembered, "a real big tree, four feet through or
something like th t, would take you an hour or so."

During a

work-day, each cutting team would cut down between eight and
ten trees.
The remainder of the cutters ti-le was spent in 'bucking'
the tree into logs ranging in length from ten to sixteen feet.
The length and number of logs each tree produced depended on
the size of the tree.

Sometimes only one log carre from a tree

while other trees would yield as many as five logs.

If the

cutters felt a tree was fit to cut (more than eighteen inches
across) they took it down.
•

In making up the logs, the -en

worked right up to where the branches started.
was discarded.

This portion

When the loggers worked to remove the branches

4P.
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to try and produce extra length on a log, valuable time was
lost ana the quality of the wood also decreased.

After an

area had been logged over, all that remained were stumps,
tree tops, and a few trees too siaall for cutting.
Snakin' the Logs:
As soon as the logs were cut to size, the men who did
the snaking began to move the timber to the log wagon with a
team of either mules or oxen.

"Oxen could go where a mule

couldn't go in the woods," one observer statea.

The split

hoof of an ox, pulled free from the mud much easier than the
one-piece hoof of a mule and therefore the use of oxen was
preferred by the lumber workers.

Using a team of four or

six animals, lengtns of chain, and some stout rope, the snar:ing crew worked to pull the logs out of the creek beds and
gullies in the log woods.
Logs cut on the top cf a hill and on the hillside, were
rollea or sent sliding down to the bottom for the snaking
team to move.

Tnis required additional manpower, however.

wo or three men, and on occasion even more, would go into
tne woods when it was rainy or wet and get the logs started
by lifting the logs and shaking them.

Some were difficult to

start, some were easy, they would go down the hill at a slow
rate or extra fast rate, no one knew what to expect.

A large

heavy by. sliding down hill on the mud and wet leaves often
"eiould go like an express train" uprooting or tearing cut Eall
trees as well as knocking down anything else in its wa.-„7 Hfch,

0

[1972]:12).

Sometimes these logs would bury themselves into

the soft mud, necessitating even more work by the men to pull
them free.
The operation of snaking the logs to the haul wagon often
took a considerable amount of time.

At times the distance in-

volved was great--two or three miles--and the terrain muddy
and uneven.

When this occurred, only a few logs per day could

be moved to the wagon.

If the road where the wagon was parked

was close, the men were able to move most of the days cutting
to the loading area.

Haulin

and Brandin' the Logs:

Loading the log wagon required a great deal of lifting
by the men in order to get the log up on the bed of the vehicle.

To -et the logs loaded, skid poles were placed against

the wagon, one at each wheel creating an inclined plane.
These poles were about six inches across and were made from
a seasoned hardwood, mainly hickory or oak.

The log was lifted

off the ground and a chain was wrapped around it.

The next

step was to throw the linkage across the log wagon and hitch
it to a team of mules or oxen.

As the animals pulled on the

chain, the log moved up the skid poles .and on to the bed of
the wagon.

The workers during this time were guiding and

shoving the log with cant hooks and spike poles to make sure
that it rolled up the skids and didn't slide off.

Depending

on the size of the log, anywhere from one to five logs could
be hauled at a time in the waon (see 'ure 4).
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Another process usually unuerta,:en at the loading area
was the branding of the logs.

Sometit2es the timber was marked

before it was loaded, while other times the lumberman waited
until the logs were on the wagon.

The tool used to place an

identifying insignia on the log was a branding hammer (see
Figure 5).

This device looked very much like an ordinary

hammer except that a letter or symbol was raised on the end
to make an impression in the wood when it was struck against
the face of the log.
Each timber company and sawmill nad their own brand,
which was registered.

No sawmill would buy or cut lors that

carried the brand of another mill.

Both Kentucky and Tennessee

had statutes prohibiting the removal of a brand much in the
same ::lanner that the western states nau laws against enanging
the branus on cattle.
The laws and traditions about removing or changing brands
did not prevent this from happening however.

After a flooa on

the Cumeerland Tiiver in 1882, the Soutnern Lumberman (arch 1,
1882:2) reported:
.1r. W. A. Nicholson, with Arch Mancourt & Co.,
Eurnside, Ey. came to see us the lEth. Mr. hicholson
is working along the Cumberland river to recover the
logs lost by his firm during the rise. The conduct
of the loggers of tne upper Cumberland have been a
source of great vexation to him. He says they have
sawed off the ends of tne logs bearing tne brand of
nis firm and sold tnem. He found many log.s with
their brand still on made Into rafts, by part!es
having no rig...t to them . . .
Generally, however, the brands were respected if for no other
reason than tne fear of legal action which mignt be taken.

Fiure

5.

Thr
tools used in the lurber industry
alonc the Cumberland River.

After the wagon was loaded and the lo;;s naa been branaea,
the men lost no time in startinP: the trip to the river's edge.
iarly in the logging
era, timber was cut close to the water
and a crew "auling logs on a wagon could make as many as four
to six trips per day.

Lilt, as the cutting continued, the log

woods were found farther away from the river.

Twelve miles

was considered the maximum distance for an operation to Le
profitable, and :any ventures worked this far from the Cumberland.

',:nen the logs had to be moved over eight miles in

order to be at the site where the raft was to oe built, tne
number of trips made each day was quite low.

Sometimes only

one haul a day was made and this meant starting at daybreak
and returning none in the evening.
If one of the creeks wnicn ran into the Cumberland Fiver
was near by, and it was large enough, tne logger only had to
haul the timber to that location and drop the logs off.

When

the water in the rivet' began to rise, the creek would nave
enough water in it to flcat the logs, and the wor;.ers needed
only to build a small raft out of tnem and float the entire
block to the river.

This practice saved not only time in

hauling the logs, out also manpower.

By working in the trib-

utary streams of the river, anywhere from a mile to three
miles were removed from the hauling distance.

One hundred

logs could be moved w.,en the water was up just as easily as
one log cou3d.
Anotner method utilized when a creek bed was not availaule was to place the lo(s on a bluff overlookinz tne river.
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When it came time to make-up a raft, a wide path leading from
the bank to the river was cut.

This path was often fifty or

seventy-five yards wide and the logs were rolled down to a
crew building a raft in the water.

Timber was sometimes dam-

aged in 'bluffing' the logs however, and a cart was later
used to move the logs down the slope to the river.

The cart

was a two wheeled vehicle, strongly made, and It would be
backed to the end of a log.

'Snake dogs [much like the chain

doss used to raft hardwood (see Figure 4)] were driven into
each side of a log, the tongue of the cart was raised up as
high as could be (raising the tongue caused the axle on the
cart to go lower), and a chain was fasteneU to the snake dogs
and to the axle of the cart.

as drawn up as

When the chain

tightly as possible, tne tongue was lowered back down, raising
one end of the log eight to twelve inches off the ground.

e.
ihe

log was then partially carried and partially dragged down to
the water.
the time rafting season came, the lcgging crew had cut
four to five hundred logs and hauled them to the river to be
made into rafts.

For the farmers in the region who worked on

their own land and cut just a few trees, the process ,:as much
the same, only on a smaller scale.

:he individual working

with one other man, was not aule to specialize, he had to cut,
snaae, ano haul.

A Kentucky farmer in recalling how he and

Ls z-,rother operated during the 192s sa

'T

• •

. we werked

at it here a good while in the winter and 7ct them ready and
then we racked and ran them down the river (Schulman, 1972:)6).
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For the farmer cuttin7 only a few trees, the work was just as
hard and just as dirty as that performed by the hired logger
working in a large stand of timber.

The only difference was

that the farmer might be able to sell the timber fcr more
than the wa-es he might earn working for someone else.

4. I

CHAPTER III

RAFT CONSTRUCTION
Building a raft for the journey down river to Celina and
then on to Nashville required a fair amount of skill and
knowledge on the part of the worker.

Many men along the

Cumberland knew how to build a raft, but "there was all the
difference in the world about men and rafts . • • some hands
wouldn't get nothin' done and some could go right on," was
the way one long time lumberman remembered it.

A good crew

working to construct a raft of between one hundred and one
hundred and fifty logs could put it together in about two and
one-half days, others who knew only the rudiments of raft
building took much longer, and the quality of work was a
great deal poorer.
There were two times during the year that the rafts were
made-up--winter and late spring.

In the winter, normally

1
starting in December, the river would begin its rise and
there would be sufficient water to float the logs free from

The winter tide did not always arrive at the desired
'
time. For exarple, in 1E81 "rafts commenced arriving in
October, but this was unusually early." (Sout!lern Lumberman,
tr
cted, "the
However, 1c, 181L4 it w
t U6t 1, 1E32:12).
ili ;
low
tne
above
inches
eight
in the Cumberland river stood only
water marke of Sept. 5th, 1663 . . . only a sli;-ht rise is
expected for tne early part of Dec" (Southern LumLerman,
Lecember 1, 1E84:8).
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the creek beds where they had been hauled.

Until the middle

of ?ebruary, rafts would be built and sent on their way to
the sawmills.

The second season for the builders was during

the time of the June tide.

This was a much shorter period for

the lumbermen, but it did allow the logs which had been cut
and hauled to the river after the last rafts of winter to be
shipped.

The June tide, however, was somewhat irregular and

on occasion the river did nct rise enough for the rafts to be
sent to Nashville.

If this happened, the logs had to be left

on tne bank or in the creek bed as there was no way to move
theA to market.
As the proper tides started, and it came time to begin
building the rafts, the logs were moved off the bank or bluff
ana into the river.

The timber which had been hauled and

dropped in the creek beds that flowed into the Cumberland
',as allowed to float.

To prevent the timber from getting

loose and being lost, booms were constructed across the mouth
of the creeks.

The boom was a series of logs fastened together

with chain dogs at the ends and secured to the river bank with
rope.

Once the men began to work on the raft, the booms were

taken down and the raft was tied to the shore.
Euildin' the Raft:
With the first few logs, the work crew built the raft
usually standing in the water as it was normally shallow
enough to do so.

Sometimes a bkiff or johnboat was used if

the water was deep or extremely cold.

Once the raft had

started to take shape, the men cculd stand on the logs
already in place and continue to work from there (see Fi-ure

6).

Tne 'first lo

put into place was the one which would be

at the front end of the raft as it went down stream.

This

log was always a softwood or floater log, such as poplar or
cedar.

:he floaters were used to give buoyancy to a raft

which contained rainly hardwoods or sinker logs like oak,
beech, hickory, or walnut.

The raft builders would try to

alternate floaters and sinkers as much as was pessible to
r;ive the entire raft buoyancy, although at times it was not
practical to do so.
To tie the individual logs together, long hickory strips
called whaling were used.

These strips were attached to the

logs with the aid of wooden raft pins and iron chain dogs
(see Figure 5).

The pins were utilized on the softwoed logs

and the chain dogs were 'used on tne hardwoods.

Construction

tools nee(..ed by the raft builders included a pole ax or a
heavy mallet to drive the pins and dogs, and a one and onequarter inch aurer fitted with a long handle to drill holes
In the whaling for the wooden pins.
The sawmill operators supplied the chain dogs to the
rafts7en, but the raft owners were responsible for the pins
as well as the whaling that was needed.

Along the Cumberland,

"a number of men Lade raft pins and sold them at twenty and
twenty-five cr_=nts per hundred," state -1 an individual who had
spent many a ion,* nirht :a::ing the pins.

If the raft owner

choose not to purchase the raft pins, he made them himself.

On days when the weather prohibited timber cutting, and on
the long ni;:hts after longing, the men who made their pins
would sit with a small hanu ax, a draw knife, and a shavine
horse, carving their supply for the next raft trip.

The raft

pins were made from a piece of seasoned hickory or red oak
about eight to ten inches long.

When finished, each pin was

of a uniform size and shape with the others made that day.
Altnough there were many variations, there were two general
forms the pins took.

Some of the makers produced a round,

sharp pointed raft pin, anu other workers made up a pin that
was more wedge snaped.

Every maker was partial to his style

claiming that it was the best for the purpose, but all seemed
to have done their job in holding the raft tc7ether.
The hickory strips, or

ha1in, were made from a sapling

about four or five incnes in diameter and approximately
twenty-five fcet long.

The sapling was split in half length

wise, using another small tree and a froe.

The piece of

hickory was split at the end, and then either a mule or an
ox would be used to pull the two sides of the openin,
:
- around
the trunk of the little tree while another man guided the
split with the froe to make sure the two parts were more or
less even.

When this process was completed, the strips were

allowed to dry or season before they were used.
To attach the whaling to the first log, it was often
lashed to the lo' with rope to hold the pieces together temporarily.

One piece of the whaling was placed at each end of

the log, on the top, and secured.

Then with the auger, a

0.0

hole was drilled through the hickory strip and into the log
(see 717ure 7).

Next, a raft pin was placed in the hole and

usin7 a mallet or pole ax, depending on which tool the builder
preferred, it was pounded into the log.

The opening in the

whaling and the log was slightly smaller than the raft pin so
that after bein7 hammered in, the pin was held tightly in
place.

The ropes holdinc7 the log and whaling together were

removed and work progressed on completing the raft.
Each additional log was rolled under the whaliroz and the
process of drilling the hole, placin
home was repeated over and over.

the pin, and driving it

As each log was set into

place, care was taken to make sure that when the logs were
measured, the raft owner would make the maximum amount of
pro'it from their sale.

If

a log was oval shaped, as many

were, the lom7; axis of the log was placed on a vertical plane
and the short axis on a horizontai plane.

This was known as

ssunfishin7' a log because It resembled the shape of a sunfish.
The logger felt that the process helped to increase the number
of board feet that the log measured out to.
When a hardwood log was attached to the whaling, the men
used the iron chain dogs rather than the wooden raft pins.
The auger was not used with the chain dogs, as the wedges at
the ends of the dogs were sharp enough to pierce the Ios.
The links hold:n:f the two wedges to7ether were placed over
the

(like a staple) al.d then each wed:Le was drive

into the loc, as close an possible to the hickory strip.

The

raft pins were not used in the hardwoods because they would

break off too often as they were pounded into the logs.
the raft arrived at the sawmills,

When

reat care had to be taken

to remove every chain dos before sending the logs through the
saw.

The reason for this was that the teeth in the cutting

tool would break off upon hitting one of the pieces of iron.
The wooden pins could be left in the softwood logs with no
Ill effects.

The saw would just slice right throupt the pin.

e•asurin' the Logs:
The device used to measure the logs and determine how
lany board feet each contained was a Cumberland River Rule-a long stick with a hook at the end that cauotit under the lcr_;.
The rule was designed to measure logs in the water, rather
than on land as the Doyle or Scribner rules df.a. 1

WhiZe the

origin of the Cumberland River 7.ule is not known, its use was
confined to the river which rave it its name.
southeastern logginr,rivers in

Even on other

treams such as the Green and Kentucky

entucky, the Cape Fear River of North Carolina,

and the Tennessee in Alabama and Tennessee, where rafts were
run, the Doyle or the Scribner rule was used.
To measure a raft with a Cumberland River Rule, two pen,
one on each side of the raft, would place the "L-shaped" hook
at the ent of the tool under each log and read the data stamped
into the sides of the rule (see Figure

8).

For each lenp.th

1
There are many types of log rules, each developed in a
different re7,ion of the country ana each measuring lugs differently. The Doyle and :7erihner rules are used together
today and are the most popular of all log measuring tools.
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71easuring logs with a Cumberland River Ru141.

141
and diameter of a log, there would be a correspcnding number
As

representing the board feet of lumber a loz contained.
44.

the men measured, their readinzs were recorded and the two
figures averaged out.

The avera2-e of the measurement at

TABLE I
SELECTED CUMBERLAND RIVER RULE MEASURE7ENTS
CONTENTS OF LOGS IN BOARD FEET

10 Foot
Length

12 Foot
Len7th

14 root
Lent h

16 Foot
Length

• • •

118

142

166

190

24 inches . • •

171

205

.-.,
..)_, ,-,

273

28 inches . • •

232

279

325

, 372

32 inches . • •

303

364

425

485

36 inches . • •

364

461

53e

614

40 inches . • •

Wit!

569

614

759

Diameter of Log
20 inches

Source: "Los Rules for Board Feet Measure of Logs of
Different Lenr:ths and Diameters," Table 6, Second Biennial
Report, The State Porester of Kentucky. Frankfort, Kentucky:
The State Journal Company, 1913.

each end was the amount of board feet a loc. was said to con-

tain.

The major advantage of the Cumberland River Rule was

that hidden defects in the lor;s were allowed for in the cornniutatien.
ucr

But at the same time, sound timber was figured at
-ecord 4 n: the

card feet than there actun.1 1y

number of board feet a 1o7 held, notation was also Lade of
the type of wood.
4.•-•
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In addition to alternating soft anu hardwoods in making
up the raft, some builders attempted to have all the sixteen
foot logs at the front of the raft and then working toward
tne stern, ended up with the ten foot lenLths.

Jost raftsmen,

however, were more concerned with getting the raft built
than with any aesthetic values that might be gained by sorting the logs.

.S 4 e.e of the haft:
_ne overall lengtn of the raft was determined by two
•

factors.

:irst, the locks which had been placed on the river

meant that no raft could be over three hundred feet lonE, aria
fifty feet wiue.

The normal maximum size of a raft moving

do,:n river from Celina was twc hundred and ei7hty feet lon:7,*
and forty-eiht feet wide.

tnis width, the builders

coulu place three sixteen foot lo:s side by siae.

A raft of

tnis nature was said to be tnree tiers wiue and was termed a
'Oumberland River

rift' by the men who worked alonE the river.

On the Cumberland above Celina as well as on the Obey River.
tne channel was narrower so that the rafts were only one or
possibly two logs wise.

The seconu limiting factor was the

number of lop-s available to build the raft.

:.hen only about

one hundred or one hundred anu fifty los were avafilable, a
'block' or single tier raft was built.

:Alt to the raftsmen,

tnis 'block' was never considered a real raft.

Only a raft

of two or more tiers ,4,11s worthy of the name, and only a full
size raft--three lo-s wide—could be called a Cumberiand
River Drift.

14 3

The blocks that arrived in Celina from up river were
often built by a group of farmers who worked together on the
raft.

It was common practice for the men of a community who

cut timber on their own land to combine the few logs they
each had.

This small raft was often sent only as far as

Celina where it was bought by cne of the timber dealers who
worked there.

The farmers who owned the raft would act as

the crew, but it was necessary for them to hire a pilot to
guide the craft.

The shares in the raft were figured on

the number of board feet contributed by each man.

some

farmers only had a very few lo,7s to contribute, while others
at times had enou.h to make up a fa7r sized block of their
own (see Figure 9).

Outfitting the Raft:
After all the logs were in place and secured with the
pins, chain dogs, and,whalin:, attention was turned to making
up the oars needed to steer tne raft on its journey; and the
shanty that the men would sleeo in at nirht.

On the small

blocks, there was one car at the front or bow and one at the
rear or stern.

Ps additional tiers were added, the need for

additional paddles increased.

P Cumberland ?Aver Drift some-

times had five oars--three in the front and two at tLe rear.
The bow oars were positioned so that one was in the middle
tier, and the others were located on the sides of the outside
sections.
To ma:e an oar for river use, a noplar saplin: t as
selected and cut to a lenrth of about eirhteen to twenty feet.
•
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The most preferred timber tapered from about ei:ht inches in
diameter at one end to about four inches across at the other.
Then the car stem was trimmed and ready for use, holes were
drilled at the 1ar7e end with a two inch auger.

The blade of

the device was made from a board cut from hardwood which measured eignt feet ion:, eiznteen to twenty Inches wide, and
three inches thick.

Holes were drilled to match those in the

oar stem, and then wooden pins were utilized to attach the
two pieces toEether.

The blade was at tires tapered so that

the width at the end was only aLcut one inch.
The next step was to attach or position the oar on the
raft.

Another hole was drilled in the oar stem at the point

W.ere tne lor_; would balance.

Then in a hole located where

the oar was to set on the raft, a wooden rod was fitteL4.

The

oar was then placeC, on tne pin and a section of v:halin,
, was
used to hold the entire ,thin

in place.

The shanty, or shack as it was sereti-es called, was
made up of rouc-n cut boards, or in lc-ter years canvas draped
over a wooden frame.

Very little care was taken in the con-

struction of the shanty and a variety of forms could be found.
A typical structure was about ten feet wide and twenty feet
ion: with a slopincr roof—hip-her in the front than in the
back.

One end was open and some raftsmen built the shanty

facin: up river and others had the open end facin7 down river.
ee maIn purpose of the shi:nty, however, was to shelter the
crew at ni:ht when the raft wasn't runnin:.

2ome of the

equipment the crew needed was stored in the shanty—for examule,

food, Led rolls, and dry clothing--and a few crews even did
their cookin7; inside of it, but the normal use was for
sleepinT.

The majority of the rafts.len did their cooking

on a mud and clay hearth that was built on the lo7s in front
of the shack.

';:lth this mixture as a base, the men could

build a fire on the logs without fear of setting the raft
ablaze.

Another benefit of the cook fire was that it helped

to warm the inside of the cabin where the ren were sleepinz.
As the men in the crew which was to take the raft down
the Cumberland got ready for the trip, they double checked
to
rake sure they had all the supplies needed Tor the Journey
-lengths of rope to tie up at ni7ht, a skiff or jchnboat,
11

coo -in- utensils such as pots, rans, dishes, and cups, a
r7un
for huntin7, extra raft pins and chain dogs, an ax, and the
'cpcpd to feed the-..

All that was needed was to wait for the

proper tide, and the raft could be turned loose from its
moorin-s to begin the trip to Celina or ::achville.

CHAPTER IV

RAPTIN' ON THE CUMBERLAND RIVER
Then the river reached the proper stage needed for rafting, crews from the upper reaches of the Cumberland would
turn loose their rafts.

To observers on the river bank watch-

the rafts go by, it might have seemed that every raft on
the Cumberland had set out for Celina or Nashville at the
very same monent.

"All day long, one after another, they

care round the bend," is the description given by a lifelon7,
resident of the Tompkinsville area.

The Raft Pilot:
Each raft was under the command of a pilot who knew
every bend, sand bar, and eddy in the river.

Before a man

was able to become a pilot, he often had to make as many as
fifty trips down the river as a raft hand--a process which
took as long as three or four years.

Some men, however,

were able to master the knowledge needed in less time.

The

raft pilot called out orders as to when to rove the oars to
guice the raft around a bend in the river or away from one of
the rocky bluffs which line the river.

Like his counterpart

on the steamboats that sailed up and down the river, the
pilot's decision meant the ulfference between r„akir.: a successful trip and breakin7, up on a rock or beachinp: the craft on a
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sand bar.

Unlike the riverboat pilot, however, the raft

captain did not operate with river cnarts and maps.

All his

knowledge was committed to memory as there was no time to look
at a chart on a raft, and in audition, many of the pilots were
unable to read.
Some of the pilots only went as far as Celina, :mile
otners specialized in the Celina to Nashville section of the
river, and a tnird group

as qualified to take the rafts

through the entire stretch of river from ii,urnside to Nashville.
The larger timber companies and sawmills often employed
tneir own pilots, assuring these men of several trips down
river eacn year.

'.:nere were also independent pilots who took

any raft that was avallar:le to theu.

however, along the rAver

it is said that a good pilot never nad to look far bra raft
to command, as there was always one in need of a pilot.

The raft Crew.
There was also not much difficulty in findirur a crew for
the journey.

The farmers who ucr:ec to,:ether on building a

community raft often took it to Celina to sell, thus saving
the expense of paying a crew.

All that was needed was a pilot

to r7uide tne craft safely to the Tennessee town.
the farmers would

From Celina,

alk back to their homes, often as

"Y.

as

seventy-five miles, in order to save the ccst of boat
A Cumberland County farmer recalled (Schulman,

);

We raftea 'em down the Cue.erland to elIna and scid
'em to hyles. 1,:il1ard Kyles measured 'em up and ;7ave
us cur checks and
walked back
7enh, a
he
a--times :hen you diun't waft for a boat, you
would walk back.
40,
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Other farmer/loggers would make the trip all the way to NashvIlle.

To be able to make contact with the outside world was

as much an attraction for makins the journey as was the money
received.

For the nen along, the river, 'a boy was not a man

until he had made the trip, spent most of his pay in the
'Black Pottom' of ilashville, and returned home deck passage'
(Wilgus, 1968:296).

nne trip per year usually was sufficient

for these men as they rarely came home with any of their wages.
Some men did work as raft hands all year long, however.
If the log woods provided an opportunity for some of the
workers along the Cumberland to earn extra money in the winter
time, then the river and the rafts save the same chance to
another group of men.

Some non-farmers worked on steamboats

or ferries on the river when they were not employed on the
rafts.

To men like this, the though of picking up a plow and

tilling the scil was out of the question.
land Tiver men.

They were Cumber-

Jesst. -qich ([1972]:21), who worked with !any

raftsmen on the Obey and the Cumberland noted:
Rivermen were tough and hardy men; some of them
were rude, uneducated, brave, suffering hardships
with sailor-like stoicism. Some were drinkers and
frolickers and pretty reckless, prodigal with their
money, yet in the main, honest and trustworthy,
faithful to their promises and duty, and often
picturesque.
When the raftsmen came back up river after a trip, they would
often tale over an entire steamboat.

Althoue,h the raftsrlen

were a 'wild bunch' the only real trouble occurred in 1895
when a raft hand killeu a steamboat ca:Aain.1
The Trip Down ilver:
When the rafts were brought into the Celina area, ti.ey
would 'be reworkeu into the larger Cumberland hiver Drifts for
the journey to !:ashville.

Whaling, raft pins, and chain dogs

would be used to join the tlocks together in much the same
fashion as the loss were tfed together.

This sometimes left

gaps between the logs of each tier known as a bail hole.

Fcr

the raft hand who fell into a bail hole, it meant wet soggy
shoes for the remainder of the trip.
The two hundred and twenty mile trip from Celina to
1;ashvil1e normally took five days.

Since the pilot and crew

were paid by the trip, and not by the day, pilots at times
ran uay and ni - t so that they could quickly return to Celina
for another raft.

when the raft was run day and night, the

trip took only about two and one-half days.

Some of the pilots

who worked in this manner would sit at the front of the raft
and clap two coards together, listening to the echo to help
locate the proper channel in the river.

Other pilots who ran

at night kept a fire burning- on the raft to aid them in seeing sand oars and other obstacles.

There was, however, some

dancer involved in 'running round the clock' ana most pilots
avoided the practice.
--- --- -- --- - —
"-This incident is studied in detail in
Wilf;us and
- ,ynwood :onteli (150"c). It is also r,entioned in passinz
1
; in
Clark i. Firestone (1930,

When the raft entered a section of rou7h water, the
crew was needed at their work stations, on the alert for the
pilots orders.

Pullin m on the oars for long periods of time

took a =eat deal of effort on the part of each man, but fortunately there were also lonm stretches when the river was
smooth and the men could relax (see Figure 10).

Life on the

raft, while physically hard at times, did have many enjoyable
moments.

When the river was in a good stage and the pilot

didn't anticipate any problems, one of the crew would be let
off in the morning to walk ahead of the raft with a rifle and
hunt small game to add a little variety to the evening meal.
The addition of a squirrel or a rabbit to the normal diet of
side meat, beans, biscuits, and river water coffee was always
welcomed by the raft hands.

7

On occasion, the raft was forced to tie up for an extended period of time because of a back tide moving up stream on
the Cumberland.

When ethishappened, the food supply might

run out and the men had to buy a new stock from one of the
stores located along, the river.

Since the men normally had

no money to pay, the sawmill operators and timber dealers had
arran7ements rade with the shop keepers to charge the food and
send the till to 1 ashville or Celina at the end of the month.
Then a ,--eneral store was not nearby to purchase supplies, the
raftsmen would suiletimes steal a chicken or a calf from a
farm.

There are tales o" raft hands stealin-; a turkey or

Floating down river on a Cumberland ii_ver Drift.

chicken from a local farmer who had been tricked into thinking that he was helping the raft crew recapture escaped
cargo.
The trip down river to Nashville ended at the area
known as Shelby Park, about two miles above the location of
the sawmills.

The crew ,:ould load the skiff with the rer.ain-

inL: suprAies and equipment and row to the Nashville wharf
where they were met by the timber caner to he paid off.

Wages

In the logging era for a raft hand ranged from eight to fifteen
dollars with the pilot receiving a bonus from two to five
dollars.

Once the crew was paid off, some of the men caught

the first steamboat 7oing up river, a few walked home, while
others stayed in Nashville and spent their ti-e and money in
just about the same manner as do sailors the world over.

When

the pa',7 received for the trip ran out, the men would head home
to work another Cumberland River Drift down to the sawmills
of Nashville.

..:ee for e::ample Ken Overstreet, "The Saga of Robert
Robertson Riley," The Clay Statesman (Celina, Tennessee),
September 30, 1971, 117177 n 4 ley was a timber owner from the
Celina area who like(' to pilot his own rafts. Although he
had enou7h money to pay for supiles, he 'was full of
mischief,' and he would often steal a chicken, turkey, or
even a calf to feed his crew. Later he would return and pay
the farmer for what he hr1 taken.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study has been to describe the
lumber industry found alone the upper Cumberland
the early 1570s to the mid-1930s.

iver from

However, in trying to

analyze the logging which took place in the region, it was
discovered that it is difficult, if not impossible, to
separate the industry from the eeneral folk life of the
upper Curberland.

To many people of the area, logging was

more than an occupation; it was a way of life.

:ecause of

this, the study was focused on the day to day activities of
the loggers and rafts7en--details which are normally ignored
by c7,eographers--rather than on the structure of the industry.
The attention paid to the comronplace activities of the log-ers serves to place the lumber industry of the upper Cumberland into its proper cultural context.
Time has been virtually ignored in this study because it
had very little meaninc,- in the Cumberland Valley during the
period covered by this study.

Althoueh the industry lasted

for over Sixty years, the years tended to have a sameness
about them.

Some years were economically good and some were

not but the practices developed in the 1870s were nearly
identical with those used in the 1930s.

Once the 31.mtermen

perfected their techniques, chance was very limited in the
industry.

Only the different seasons of the year wer!
4IP•

important.

hogging, rafting, and farming each took place

during a specific season of the :
,ear.

It was not important

what year it was.
Although the industry in the upper Cumberland region
developed at the same time as the entire southern lumber
business, logging along the Cumberland was atypical.

Gener-

ally forests in the South v;ere owned by large English syndicates and American land companies.

However, along the Cumber-

land, ownership was retained by tne indigneous population.
Even the largest timber coir.panies in tne area were controlled
by people from the upper Cumberland country.

:lost of the

timber in the reilon, however, ..as held by farmers who worked
as part-time loggers during the fall and winter months.

1..og-

ging along the upper Cumberland was a folk industry, operated
by small-scale farmers and their hired hands.

:}ependence on

the outside world was limited to the sawmill operators in
Nasnville.

When the mill owners stopped buying logs from the

lumbermen up river, the upper Cumberland lurber industry
ceased to exist--at least in its ori-inal form.
The new lumber industry which developed in the upper
Cumberland Valley has not been discussed in this study.

It

is ,,
- rist for a follow up study, but it lies outside the scope
of this tnesis.

When tne rafts stopped ,;oinr, do-in the river

to 1:asnville, the industry returned to the use of small local
sa,
:milis set up on tre site of ,he tither

rawmill-

ing became an occupation, but it would never become a way of
life.

It is hoped that the research in this study will provide
a basis for understanding the historic culture found in the
upper Cumberland Valley.

Without knowledge of the past the

geographer will not be able to fully observe the present.

physical landscape unless he has a concern for and sense of
the past.

Future researchers should be better able to under-

stand the upper Cumberland lumber industry of today because
of the historic illuminations provided by this study.

APPENDIX A:

SKETCHES OF THE INFORMANTS

Boyles, U. G.; Tompkinsville, Kentucky; born 1876; interviewed June 17, 1972. Mr. Boyles took part in
nearly all facets of the logging industry during
his lifetime. He was involved in both lorTing and
raftinp, and his knowledge of the business was
extensive. I spent nearly a full day listening
to hir describe how to cut trees and build rafts.
Burkesville,
Coffey, Bedford
November
1, 1972.
interviewed
worked in the lumber industry,
with rany loggers and raftsmer

Kentucky; born 1886;
B. M. Coffey never
but he was acquainted
as a youth.

Farris, Willis H.; Nashville, Tennessee; born 1889; interviewed June 13, 1:972. Willis Farris is the last of
the old-time sawmill operators in Nashville. Farris
joine(; his father's business in 1908 and he has knowledge cf the industry before that date.
Hamilton, Cal; Celina, Tennessee; born 1907; interviewed
June 24, 1972. The 7randson of the man considered
by many to be the greatest of all the raft pilots,
Hamilton went down river many times as a raft hand.
Kyle, Hugh; Celina, Tennessee; born 1900; interviewed
August 5, 1972. Hugh Kyle is the surviving member
of the Kyle Brothers Lumber Company, the largest
upriver timber dealers during the logging period.
Mr. Kyle worked as a raft hand as well as a timber
buyer.
Langford, Tho7as; Celina, Tennessee; born 1907; interviewed
August 16, 1972. Mr. Langford was in the lumber
business with his father-in-law Robert "Uncle Bob"
Riley. Langford spent most of his time in the
hauling of logs, although he did make a few raft
trips "to see Nashville."
Rich, Jesse W.; onroe, Tennessee; born 1896; interviewed
June 25, 1972. Jesse Rich worked in the lumber
industr7 alon! the Obey River. Deaf since the
First World War, the interview with Rich was limited.
However, he has written a booklet which proved to be
very valuable.

Howess Dewey; Eurkesville, Kentucky; born 1898;
interviewed February 8, 1972. 'Ir. Winfrey was
Involved in logp:ing during the 1923s. He cut
timber, as many farrlers of the region did, to
help earn extra income and to clear land for
planting.
Wise, Willie; Aaron, Kentucky; born 1901; interviewed
January 15, 1972. :.1r. Wise worked in the log
woods and on the river until the end of the
logging era in the 1930s.
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